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LIVING
In our belief, furniture is far beyond from
the items just adorn our house.
Furniture, is one of the family members.
We locate the furniture on the heart of
life, which witnesses to every memory
we have in our lives throughout the years
and which are there here by our sides in
every moments of happiness and blues.
Going by this inner vision, we skilfully
shape every detail that will add value
to furniture, and we are proud that we
esteem very highly of furniture, that it
deserves.
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Our
Philosophy
Adventure of furniture began in Ankara, in 1955.
By 1964 experience and success came together;
an important mission was taken in establishing
of “Ankara Furniture Sites” and operation of furniture production and decoration started under the
name of “Özen Kardeşler”, just after two years, in
1966. Production operations have been continued
until 1983, with enduring improving of the product
portfolio and the innovations the years brought.
By opening establishment in İnegöl in 1982, it has
been decided to carrying on the furniture design and production operations there, thinking
that business can run under better conditions in
aspects of both raw material and logistics, and
production facility moved there in 1983. In 1998,
the company was turned into private company
and one step was taken in the way of branding;
when it came to 1999, a new brand was created
in the name of “Öznil” and it was continued to
classical wooden furniture production and decoration. And in 2006, as the result of the research
done considering the supply and demand, it has
been decided to make an investment on the determinated wooden modern furniture design
and production, and building a new production facility and establishing a new company.
When it got to 2007, company’s official title was
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determined as Nesli Mobilya Koltuk Orman Ürünleri San. Tic. Ltd. Şti. And the brand name was
determined as Nill’s Furniture Design. By the
first launching in IMOB in the same year, furniture design and production has been started.
When it came to 2008, the company didn’t limit
itself with only one area and sofa design and production have been added to the portfolio, with
a wide vision and investment done. Since 2007
to our day, production operations have been
going on every day by developing themselves,
with the European high tech machine parks.
Nill’s Furniture Design; that makes production in the
world’s standards, promoting the consumers ‘happiness and needs with ,the distribution web, sales
and after sales service notions; meets hundreds of
products quickly and with a high standard success
gained in Turkey and in world furniture market.
Having an experience of 50 years, climbing the
paths of being a leader in field of wooden furniture design and production; Nill’s presents our
country successfully in the world furniture market.
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DETAILS

FORMS AND MATERIALS INSPIRED
FROM THE NATURE

WOOD

FABRIC

METAL

GLASS

MIRROR

All of our wooden materials

Fabrics, which are one of

Metal materials which are

Glass materials that we

It has been given place to

which are used on the

the most important items in

mostly used on the legs

gave wide coverage in many

the mirrors, which adds

main bodies and veneers;

regard of visuality and user

components, gain more

different collections as in

depth and freshness to the

contributes both to the

experience in all groups; add

strength to the items they

original form or as printed;

atmosphere of where it is

schematical unity of the

value to our collections in

are used; in terms of both

take place as one of the main

used, in our living room,

collection, and to its lifetime.

terms of type, quality and

elegancy and durability.

characters in our processes

dining room, and the

of creating schematical

bedroom sets, with different

difference.

aspects and forms.

usage facility.
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Lisa

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

Bringing a totally new comment on hosting culture with its modern lines, Lisa Dining Room
Set crowns flavour with elegancy for your most precious guests. The sideboard designed
with crash-preventive system and push-to-open mechanism completes this elegancy with
natural eucalyptus on its body and golden colour metal plating on its legs.
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Lisa

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

Shaping the exotic eucalyptus tree
with sharp lines, Lisa TV Unit is
preparing to add more pleasure to
your TV joy. And what’s more, with
its functional storing units, it creates
brand new areas of usage for your
house.
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Lisa

VOL.1

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

Having exactly the same features with the first version, Vol 2 is served with different colour
alternatives to cater different tastes. While the strong and stable form of beech tree is
benefited on its frame, woven fabric is preferred for furnishings. And on leg parts, golden
colour stainless metal around the walnut frame is figured.
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Lisa

VOL.2

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

Lisa Living Room Set, catching all eyes on itself with its modern form and soft colours, is
preparing to bring freshness to your house. While the strong form of beech tree is benefited
on its frame, woven fabric is preferred for furnishings and on leg parts, golden colour
stainless metal around the walnut frame is figured.
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Lisa

VOL.1
yay
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

In this version including all schematical positive sides of Lisa Yay Living Room, different
colours alternative is served to cater different tastes. Lisa Yay Living Room serves a long life
usage with its frames from beech tree. While woven fabric is preferred for furnishings again,
golden colour stainless metal around the walnut frame is figured on leg parts.
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Lisa

VOL.2
yay
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LISA

Lisa Yay Living Room Set gets its name from its bow shape. Becoming distinct from its
similar ones with its schematic dimension, Lisa Yay Living Room Set serves lifelong usage
with its frame from beech tree. While woven fabric is preferred for furnishings, golden colour
stainless metal on walnut frame is figured on leg parts.
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Aura

bedroom

With its soft atmosphere and extraordinary details, designed for your most private resting
area of your house, Aura Bedroom Set shines out with its useful nightstands besides from
its golden colour handles.
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Aura

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Aura Bedroom, quality and elegancy were given the most importance for its
designing, reflects the graceful spirit of Italian walnut veneered with its every
piece.
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Aura

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Climaxing the gorgeous harmony of wood and golden metal plating, Aura
Dining Room Set provides integrity in all aspects. While giving particular
importance to comfort, quality and elegancy; it appeals to the eyes and palate
of your guests at the same time.
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Aura

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Golden colour plating used in the legs and the door handles; and Italian walnut
veneered on the frames lead the elements which completes the magnificent
appearance of Aura Dining Room.
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Aura

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Being one of the strong samples of
plain elegancy with its minimal lines
and Italian walnut veneered, Aura
TV Unit meets the simplicity with
functionality. With its crash-preventive
brake mechanism it offers a longer
usage life.
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Aura

VOL.1
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Aura Living Room, providing you and your family a private living space in the
most important attraction point of your house, all the time draws attention
with its unique style offering both aesthetics and comfort together.
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Aura VOL.2

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / AURA

Aura Vol.2 Living Room Set, with the beech tree and profile furniture frame
used in production; golden colour plating on the legs and the walnut lapel on
the sides of armchair, is offered to your admiration.
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Prizma

bedroom

Prizma Bedroom Set, having a catch-the-era style with the combination of
modern forms, appeals to the simplicity and functionality expectations of new
generation users. While quilting elegancy on the bedhead, wood material on
the legs are preferred; sliding mirror cabinet doors bring a quite different depth
to the room’s atmosphere.
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Prizma

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRIZMA

While the sliding cabinet doors designed on massive panels with CNC
processing technique provides to user’s experience; useful nightstands
designed practical usage spaces for your bedroom.
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Prizma

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRIZMA

Distinguishing by being a modest, elegant and comfortable dining room set,
Prizma Dining Room Set offers facility both for daily life and hosting guests.
Walnut-veneered wooden dining table of the set rises on the legs coloured
walnut and strengthened by wooden frames.
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Prizma

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRIZMA

Formed of coloured wooden body and prism-designed
cupboard doors, which are true its name, are produced
by CNC processing and gain an eye-catching look by
getting the final touch with the varnish on.
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Prizma

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRIZMA

Reflecting the spirit of whole collection with its
grandiose elegancy, Prizma TV Unit is preparing
to catch al the eyes on itself. Doors adorned
with the prism-formed details inspired from
its name, are produced with CNC processing
technique specially and all cupboards are
formed of coloured wooden frames.
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Prizma

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRIZMA

In the production process of Prizma Living Room Set which will add
energy to your house by its contemporary and dynamic look, beech
tree and profile furniture frame are used and leather-like nubuck
fabric is preferred for the armchair furnishings. Lying back parts can
move in a horizontal way and mechanism can turn into a single bed.
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Elegant

bedroom

Getting the inspiration from one of the most valuable universal
phenomena, Elegant Collection offers its users elaborately designed
elegant and functional products. Coming to life with this notion, in
Elegant Bedroom Set, from fabric furnishing on the sides of bedsteads
to the sliding door system used in cupboard, traces of a delicate work
can be observed.
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Elegant

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

On the body of cupboard doors, bronze reflected light transparent
glass; and on the sides of the door, natural ebony-veneering; and
on the legs, metal and smoke-coloured plating is preferred. Also in
the cupboard there are lightened- censored hangers, railed trousers
hanger and indoor censored lightening.
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Elegant

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

Elegant Dining Room Set, reflecting dark colours’ unique nobility
with dining table and console made of natural ebony veneering
dazzles the eyes with the aesthetic integrity of distinctive texture and
colour of ebony tree.
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Elegant

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

For the console, which is designed with crash- preventive
brake mechanism, metal material; and for the dining table,
again metal legs are used.
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Elegant

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

Elegant TV Unit which has an extremely
characteristic look by its natural ebony
veneered body and fume coloured plated
metal legs, is lightened by LED panels
for a more elegant look . With the crashpreventive brake mechanism in the drawers,
it offers a longer usage life.
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Elegant

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

Offering an outstanding relaxing experience for your family and
guests with its comfort and ergonomy, Elegant Living Room Set
deserves all admirations by its visual design. Beech tree and profile
furniture frame on the bodies, fume- coloured plated metal material
on the legs and linen fabric for the sofa set, is used.
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Elegant

corner

Thanks to its modular structure can be formed according
to the needs, Elegant Corner Set also can be used in many
combinations by being united with six different modules as
how wished. The set, of which frame is made of beech tree, is
strengthened by beech frames polished ebony colour, after
furnishing.
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Elegant

corner
There are forward- backward moveable mechanism on the parts
of armrest and backrest in Elegant Corner Set and for the legs
part, the fume-coloured plated metal components; for sofa set
linen fabric elegancy is leading.

Double Seat / W:190 D:95 H:72

Triple Seat / W:220 D:95 H:72

Corner Module / W:110 D:110 H:72

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ELEGANT

Puf / W:80 D:95 H:42

Single Middle Module / W:80 D:95 H:72

Big Corner Module / W:158 D:158 H:72
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Elegant

relax

Bringing maximum comfort that you need to award yourself
; both for you and your house, Elegant Relax takes its long-life
usage from the beech tree and elegancy of furnishings from
linen fabric adorned with timeless designs. Profile frame on
body, metal component on the legs, are used.
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Elegant

VOL.2
relax

Bringing maximum comfort that you need to award yourself
; both for you and your house, Elegant Relax takes its long-life
usage from the beech tree and elegancy of furnishings from
linen fabric adorned with timeless designs. Profile frame on
body, metal component on the legs, is used.
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Otello

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / OTELLO

Otello Living Room Set, beech tree and profile frame is used for its main body and
metal material used for the legs, turns into an attractive character by graceful look
of linen fabric and pretty colour transitions, set’s sofas’ back-lying parts can open
backward, and also these sofas can be used as single bed.
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Otello

relax

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / OTELLO

Velvet fabric which never loses its value since first ages until now,
climaxes palace grace into your house with Otello Relax. There is
folding mechanism on back sides of set. The body of the set is made of
beech tree and profile furniture frame, and the legs are made of metal
components.
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Palmira

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PALMIRA

With its pleasant tones of colours and lines having traces of minimalism
effects, Palmira Bedroom Set, have the required energy in itself for you
to start the ay happily. The bedstead that fabric furnishing is used for the
side parts and natural walnut tree for the legs, offers both outlook and
stability at the same time.
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Palmira

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PALMIRA

The cupboard, of which door and side parts are of white colour and
other body parts are of natural walnut veneering; consists two sliding
doors and one folding door. Also the lightened-censored hangers,
railed trousers hangers and the jewellery safe in the cupboard designed
personal usage areas.
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Palmira

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PALMIRA

Designed to supply all your aesthetics expectations by each of its details,
Palmira Dining Room Set is preparing to bring movement to your house
by dynamic forms on the table and chair legs. It appeals to your comfort,
by the velvet fabric used for furnishing and the special foam; and to
your eyes, by the CNC processed walnut veneered console and natural
wooden walnut legs. Also, there is a crash-preventing brake mechanism
to prolong its usage life.
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Palmira

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PALMIRA

Having an extremely plain and elegant look
with its library made of totally natural wooden
walnut tree and its TV table which has CNC
processed designs, Palmira TV Unit ; offers a
long life usage by its legs made of wooden
walnut tree and crash-preventing brake
mechanism.
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Viera

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VIERA

Viera Bedroom Set, which has a modern style with its headboard and
bedstead fabric furnishing details, gives a freshness to the area it takes
part in. Beech tree on the legs and adorned sliding doors on massive
panel for the boards are used.
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Viera

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VIERA

There are wide mirrors on the doors of the wardrobe made of American
walnut veneering; and lightened- censored hangers, railed trousers
hanger inside the cupboard.
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Viera

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VIERA

Viera Dining Room Set which has elegant and functional details for
the ones who want to hospitalize their guests with the charm of wood;
appeals every taste with the unity it gets with the console and showcase,
table and the chairs. On the front side of the console made of metal
body and wooden legs, there are CNC processed designs and glass
surface on the top slab.
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Viera

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VIERA

There are glass panels on the doors of showcase, which draws attention
on itself with the golden cylinder metal component on the legs of
console and itself. Also it offers a long-life usage by crash-preventing
brake mechanism.
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Viera

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VIERA

Having a unique id with table made of natural
walnut veneering wood, CNC processed designs,
Viera TV Unit; draws attentions on itself also by
the LED lightening panels used on the board
part. There is crash-preventing brake mechanism
on the table doors and the useful library and
the cupboards designed functional usage areas
serving to daily life.
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Raks

bedroom

Raks Bedroom Set, which is fed from the texture and colour harmony
of wood, glass and metal, invites you to meet its elegant and functional
pieces. On the corner doors that are made of natural walnut veneering,
polish is preferred and semi-transparent glass panels are used on the
middle doors.
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Raks

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RAKS

Nightstand distinguished with CNC processing on massive panel and
white polish, completes the set as an elegant and functional element.
The lightened-censored hanger, walnut veneering is used for which
body, offers an ease of use in daily life.
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Raks

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RAKS

Natural walnut veneered console doors of Raks Dining Room Set show
an aesthetic look by the polish and CNC processing. Brake mechanism
in the drawers and metal component on the legs are used. While
designed frame are used on the sides of table’s top surface, polish and
CNC processing are preferred on the showcase that has 3 wooden, 1 glass
door.
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Raks

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RAKS

The look of table that has designs with colours
and CNC process, completes the schematic
unity of Raks collection. Metal material on the
legs of TV table; and walnut veneered wooden
shelf material of 5 centimetres is used for the
shelf part. Also there is crash- preventing brake
mechanism on the console.
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Raks

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RAKS

Elegancy of simplicity takes shape once more, with Raks Living Room
Set. In the production of Raks Living Room, which has a graceful design
with linen fabric and quilting, beech tree and profile furniture frame are
benefited. Metal is used for the legs.
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Raks

VOL.2
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RAKS

Raks Living Room Set Vol 2, drawing attention with joyful designs
and cushions’ bright colours, gives role to linen fabric quilting on the
furnishing. The product is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame, and he legs are from metal.
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Icona

bedroom

Icona Bedroom Set, designed for you to leave all your tiredness behind and wake joyfully,
becomes one of attraction centers of your house with its comfort and functionality. The
headboard coming forward with vertical quilting work and velvet style; completes the
elegancy of bedstead and nightstands. American walnut veneering is used for the double
door sliding boards. Bright anthracite colour is used for the dresser and the lower parts
of drawers, as well as for the nightstand on top of which there is a marble-design-printed
glass.
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Icona

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

Icona Bedroom Set, designed for you to leave all your tiredness behind
and wake joyfully, becomes one of attraction centers of your house
with its comfort and functionality. The headboard coming forward
with vertical quilting work and velvet style; completes the elegancy
of bedstead and nightstands. American walnut veneering is used for
the double door sliding boards. Bright anthracite colour is used for the
dresser and the lower parts of drawers, as well as for the nightstand on
top of which there is a marble-design-printed glass.
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Icona

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

American walnut veneering is used for wooden parts of Icona Dining Room Set and
metal components for its legs parts. Bright anthracite colour is used for the lower
parts of the console, on top of which there is a marble-design-printed glass. The glass
used in middle of the dining table completes all this harmony.
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Icona

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

Being prominent with the metal legs and American
walnut veneering, Anthracite TV Unit takes its name from
the bright anthracite colour used at lower part. Marbledesign-printed glass is used for the top and the LED
lightenings at the lower part of library add an extra beauty
to design. Are you ready to double your TV joy?
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Icona

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

Designed as an outstanding sample of wood’s, metal and glass’ timeless
harmony, Icona Dining Room Set; creates a great composition with
its table, console and chairs. The tempered black glass situated in the
middle of natural walnut veneering table add an extra beauty and metal
legs are being prominent as one of the most important pieces of this
triple seat sofa set, in functional way.
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Icona

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

There is crash-preventive brake mechanism
on the console, for which natural walnut
veneering and metal legs are used. To sum
up, Icona Dining Room Set comprises strong
elements for the ones who want to prepare
exquisite presentations companied by the
harmony of glass and metal.
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Icona

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

Icona TV Unit is being recalled by its name
with its simplicity in its category, thanks
to its main body produced from natural
walnut veneering, and its useful shelves.
Black tempered glass on TV table, plexy
glass material on the vertical sections of
the shelves and crash- preventing brake
mechanism on the doors is used.
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Icona

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

Icona Living Room Set, of which body is made of beech tree and profile
furniture frame , carries the nobility of velvet fabric into your house. Metal
material preferred for the leg parts takes a big role providing unity of
stability and functionality.
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Icona

VOL.2

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ICONA

The second variation of Icona Living Room Set; differs from the other
version by usage of leather on the armrest parts and preference of light
colour velvet fabric. Beech tree and profile furniture frame on the main
body and black metal components on the legs are benefited.
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Mila

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MILA

Mila Dining Room, which is totally made of wooden material, combines
an outstanding unity by its elegantly designed console, table and chairs.
The harmony of vertical formed figures, created by CNC processing, with
black and grey colour tones reveals a quite elegant design.
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Mila

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MILA

Both collapsible table and marble-design-print on wood which takes
part on the top slabs of console add a very different beauty to the set.
Mila Dining Room Set, distinguishes from its similar ones with its unique
schematic details.
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Mila

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MILA

Designed with marble-design-print on wood as
uniting the other pieces of the collection; Mila TV
Unit is served with CNC processing and polish
applications in the same way. Veneered wooden
is used for the leg parts of the unit.
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Mila

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MILA

Being prominent with the usage of imported fabric and embroidery
details, Mila Living Room Set accompanies to the enjoyable times you
will have with your family and your guests with grace and comfort.
The main body produces by beech tree and profile furniture frame is
supported by the fume coloured legs both in terms of aesthetics and
stability.
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Messe

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MESSE

Polishing on American watering walnut wooden veneering is comprised
in Messe Dining Room Set, which has the elegant look with the
harmonious contrast of light and dark colours.
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Messe

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MESSE

Console side panels and doors are CNC processed and polished white
colour, the legs are polished of American watering walnut tone colour.
Also, there are hidden handles on console doors.
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Messe

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MESSE

Produced as polished bright colour on American walnut
wood veneering in a harmony with dining room, Messe
TV Unit shines out with the CNC processing in the
front side. The legs of set coloured with white polish
and golden coloured metal lines are served again as
polished of American watering walnut tone colour. .
Also, there are hidden handles on console doors.
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Messe

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MESSE

Served as an useful and elegant alternative with its delicate form and colour
harmony catered from contrast, Mila Living Room Set raises the bar high
with nobility of velvet fabric aging gracefully. While beech tree is preferred in
frame and legs parts, walnut colour polish is used for the legs.
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Vela

bedroom

Welcoming you at the first stage, with the elaborated fabric furnishing
applied on the foam on headboard; aesthetic harmony is united with the
CNC processing made on cupboard doors, dresser and nightstands. Besides
preference of stainproof and wipeable fabric, the lightening system takes
place on the bedsides both creates a romantic atmosphere and contributes
to the daily life habits.
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Vela

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VELA

On the slabs of the wardrobes designed with sliding doors, polished
flakeboard is used and there are big size flat mirrors on top of CNC
processed lower part; metal components on leg and handle parts.
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Vela

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VELA

Taking place in the most attracting collections with its style inspired by the
universal nobility of anthracite, Vela Dining Room Set, catches the eyes with
CNC details on console doors and golden colour handle preference. On the
legs of the table, which offers usage facility according to needs with its folding
feature, there are anthracite polish and golden details as the upper slab of it.
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Vela

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VELA

In Vela TV Unit, designed as a different
comment of anthracite elegancy, TV
table and cupboard are totally served in
anthracite colour. It raises its elegancy
higher with CNC processed cupboard
handles and special design drawers.
Metal component for the legs and crashpreventing brake mechanism for the
drawers is used.
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Vela

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VELA

Designed to hospitalize joyful meetings and delightful presentations, Vela
Dining Room Set draws attentions on itself by its oval shaped mirrors as well
as the aesthetic unity of table, console and the chairs. On the doors of console,
white colour is leading in all of which pieces, The CNC processed delicate details
and silver metal handles appeal to the eyes. There are white coloured metal
components and silver details on the leg parts of the table that is designed
collapsible.
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Vela

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / VELA

Having an extraordinary style by it special
design silver details in front sides, Vela TV
Unit completes its elegancy with silver
metal handles on cupboard doors. There
is crash- preventive brake system in the
drawers of cupboard which has the metal
legs.
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223

Wind

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / WIND

Given place on for American walnut elegancy on console, which is raising on the
metal body, and on the table, Wind Dining room Set brings the pastoral spirit of
wood into your house. While membrane material is used for the special design
handles of the console, of which upper surface has a glass slab, metal component
is used on the console legs as in the tables’.
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227

Wind

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / WIND

Uniting the American walnut elegancy of Wind
Series, Wind TV Unit reflects this style with all
charm on TV table and cupboard. In front parts
of the console that has a glass slab on upper part,
and cupboard that creates useful usage areas,
membrane material is used. While stability of
metal material is being prominent on the main
body and the legs; with the crash- preventive
brake system, prolonging the usage life is targeted.
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229

Favor

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / FAVOR

Designed to accompany for your most precious times with its outstanding
sparkle, Favor Dining Room Set shows out with attracting harmony of eucalyptus
veneering and metal material. It adds more charm to itself with the oval shaped
mirrors and elegant chairs.
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233

Favor

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / FAVOR

Natural fume eucalyptus veneering is used on upper parts of the table and on
console, and metal material on the legs parts. Also the crash-preventive brake
system is used on console door for prolonging the usage life.
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235

Favor

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / FAVOR

If you are ready to separate some space in
your saloon’s best corner for a masterpiece
embroidered with unique techniques,
Favor TV Unit is waiting for you. Being one
step ahead from the others with the sides
put in bow shape with special moulds
and outstanding upper slab made of
membrane press work; Favor TV Unit turns
into an attraction point for your house with
the natural fume eucalyptus veneering on
wood. On the legs part of the Set, similarly
to this delicate work, there are metal legs
polished with special system techniques.
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Zen

bedroom

Zen Bedroom Set, which comes to life in a neoclassical way with the harmony of
its unique natural colour transitions and modern design; is offered with a perfect
integrity appealing both to your expectations of comfort and usage; and aesthetic
worries ,as well, simultaneously.
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241

Zen

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ZEN

Natural wood veneering on bedstead sides, metal materials for the legs can be
observed in Zen Bedroom Set and marble upper slabs take place on dresser and
push-open featured nightstands.

242

243

Zen

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ZEN

Having an attractive look with all its items; Zen Dining Room Set is preparing
to take the biggest role of the dinners you will have with your guests. While the
upper slab used on the console shaped bow with special mould adds a privileged
atmosphere; for the drawer push- open system and for the knuckles brake system
is used. On the leg components of Zen Dining Room, metal material is used, while
walnut veneering is preferred for all the body parts.
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247

Zen

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ZEN

Designed as the private brand of the Zen
collection, marble upper slab is being
prominent item of Zen TV Unit. On the body
part of unite which is shaped like bow with
special works, walnut veneering is observed and
metal components are used for the legs parts.
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249

Zen

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ZEN

Zen Living Room Set, of which body frame and leg parts are made of beech tree
due to its durability, is offered with its modern lines and elegancy of velvet fabric.
While its wing chair is designed with a swivel mechanism, there is no mechanism
on the triple seat sofa.
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253

Zen

VOL.2

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ZEN

Having the same structural features with the first variation, Zen Living
Room Vol.2 is being varied with alternative colour options to appeal all
tastes at the same time. . While its wing chair is designed with a swivel
mechanism, there is no mechanism on the triple seat sofa.
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257

Alvin

bedroom

Giving clues about its style with the quilting details on the headboard and
furnishing fabric on bedstead sides, Alvina Bedroom Set; keeps its promise
of elegancy by the cupboards and nightstand having modern lines. Local
parquet walnut veneering is used on the metal handled drawers and on
the cupboards that adorned visually by the process techniques.
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Alvin

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ALVIN

On the legs parts of the cupboard and the nightstands, combination of
wood and metal takes place. The sliding door cupboard that has wide
mirrors on middle parts, is served with a useful design thanks to the
lightened-censored hangers and trousers hangers inside.
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Alvin

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ALVIN

Alvin Dining Room Set’s console that has a body of natural walnut veneering
gets a pretty shape with the polish and CNC processed decorations; and for
the wooden legs’ floor- touching parts, metal material is used. Likewise, the
enlargeable table that is of natural walnut veneering provides extra space of
40 centimetres for its users.
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Alvin

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / ALVIN

Having an attractive look by the CNC processed designs and polished body; Alvin TV Unit provides both
functional and aesthetic benefit with the cupboard
and the shelves on upper part. On the leg and handle
parts of the TV table, that has a natural wooden walnut veneering body, wooden material; for the wooden
legs’ floor-touching parts, metal material is used.
Walnut veneering and metal components are seen
again on the shelves.
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Norma

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / NORMA

Getting its grace from the natural walnut veneering’s unique texture, Norma
Dining room Set shines out as a comfortable and useful alternative that you
can have enjoyable times with your family and loved ones. The console
distinguishing with the CNC processing on the doors and marble print on the
upper part, comes first of the details that attract people.
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273

Norma

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / NORMA

The console that can be used as a functional
storage space, is raised on the metal body and
wooden legs; for the eye-catching table that
appeals with its simplicity, wooden body and
wooden legs are used.
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Norma

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / NORMA

TV table having natural walnut veneered wooden
body on metal deck, reveals an aesthetic style
with the marble print on the upper parts and the
CNC processing on the front side. Natural walnut
wood for the backboard, and natural walnut
veneered wood for library part, and natural wood
for the legs, is used.
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Norma

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / NORMA

Norma Dining Room Set that will create retro effects in the heart of your
house, doesn’t escape from the attention of the users that are interested of
classical style. Wooden legs made of beech tree carries the body that is made
of beech tree and profile furniture frame. And at the top of the details list
that reflects the authentic atmosphere of the Set is the imported velvet fabric
used on the sofas.
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Norma

VOL.2
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / NORMA

What about having a comfortable time travel?
Norma Living Room Set ages gracefully both by the strong and durable
structure and its never-aging style. In the design that is one of the favourites
of the classical lovers, beech tree for the leg part, imported velvet fabric as
furnishing is used.
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Lima

bedroom

From bedstead to dresser; nightstand to mirror, in every piece of which
there can be seen the leading modern and delicate lines; Lima Bedroom Set
draws attentions on itself by the quilting-worked headboard, and the colour
harmony in the general of the Set. On the handles of cupboard, that is served
both with folding and sliding doors, natural wooden veneering and on the
doors; that are polished and mirrored, natural walnut veneering is used. Also
there are lightened-censored hangers, trousers hangers and jewellery safe
inside the cupboard.
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289

Lima

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LIMA

Providing an important usage facility with its enlargeable table that separates you
some space up to 40 centimetres, Lima Dining Room Set appeals to the tastes in a
wide range with its elegant chairs and functional console. Natural walnut wooden
veneering for the table and console, and wooden material for the legs is used. While
CNC processed and polished doors are prominent in the console’s aesthetic details,
there are decorative bars on the table sides. Also the crash-preventive brake system is
used on console door for prolonging the usage life.
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Lima

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LIMA

The wide and exactly an eyeful multi-tool design of the Lima TV
Unit, attract the ones especially who expect high both in terms
of aesthetics and functionality. Push-to-open drawers’ front sides
come to the life with lake polish and CNC processing; while walnut
veneered wood is used for the production of whole set. Walnut
colour polish is preferred for the leg parts.
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Pralin

bedroom

Praline Bedroom Set, of which bedstead sides and legs are made of natural walnut
veneering; reflects the strong and delicate look of wood to the ambiance of your bedroom. There is a mirror in the middle part of the sliding door, and CNC works in the
details fill the eyes. The bow shape ,that made with special techniques, can be seen on
cupboard, dresser, linen closet and creates a schematic integrity for the general look of
the room. Also there are lightened-censored hangers, trousers hangers and jewellery
safe inside the cupboard.
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299

Pralin

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRALIN

The bow shape look that sparkles as the star item of the collection, takes an important
place in Pralin Dining Room, too. On the upper slab, that has a strong structure with
the help of metal furniture profile, there is a specially-polished, tempered and grinded
glass; and walnut veneering on the legs.
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303

Pralin

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRALIN

Harmony of elegant and useful dining room table and chairs draws
all attentions to this side, Table options with 180 cm wood and 100
cm square glass are served to the admiration of users.
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Pralin

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRALIN

Being far away from being ordinary with natural walnut
veneering and cnc processing, Pralin TV Unit reveals
where it is from, and it doesn’t ignore adaptation with
glassed block. Having a magnificent look by the space it
takes in vertical line, offers elegancy and functionality at
the same time. Also the crash-preventive brake system
is used in the drawers.
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Pralin

VOL.1
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PRALIN

Having a noble look by the leather-like nubuck fabric usage; Pralin Living Room Set is
made of beech tree and metal furniture frame. Beech tree with its durable structure is
used on the leg parts and; sofas can be turned into single beds thanks to the mechanism
on the armrest sides.
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311

Pralin

VOL.2
livingroom

Having the same features with the first variation in aspects of main body and style;
Pralin Living Room Vol. 2 Set; targets to appeal a wider range of users with the alternated colour options. There is another detail that instead of leather-like nubuck fabric,
imported cotton- like fabric used in that set.
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315

Pralin

corner

Householder of the friends-gathering, warm, enjoyable conversations, Pralin Corner
Set, raises the bar higher with its imported linen fabric. Besides the main body which
is made of beech tree and profile furniture frame; beech tree is also used for the legs.
There is a mechanism that can move forward- backward, at the backrest and armrest
parts.
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319

Pralin

relax

Imported fabric is used for Pralin Relax, which becomes both an elegant
and comfortable resting point with its design, for which ergonomy and
comfort were given high importance.
Besides the main body which is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame; beech tree is also used for the legs. There is a mechanism that can
move forward- backward, at the backrest and armrest parts.
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323

Gold

bedroom

Giving important clues about its general design approach with its embroidered
dresser and nightstand covers, Gold Bedroom completes the elegancy pattern in itself
with the works on the cupboard and fabric furnishing on the sides of the bedstead.
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Gold

bedroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / GOLD

Natural veneering is used for the cupboard, which
has two mirrors in the middle parts of two sliding
doors; metal material is used for the leg parts;
and flakeboard is used for the indoor shelves. Also
there are lightened-censored hangers, trousers
hangers inside the cupboard.
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Gold

diningroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / GOLD

Making reference to the inspiration source of its name with the golden frame detail
on the oval-shaped mirrors, Gold Dining Room Set comprises extremely elegant
and useful items in itself. The console that has natural walnut veneering body,
distinguishes with the polish and CNC-processed decorations on its covers.
There is crash-preventive brake system used on the covers and metal components
on the legs. Dining table, the upper slab of which is walnut-designed, provides a
space up to 40 cm thanks to its collapsible function.
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Gold

tv unit

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / GOLD

As in the other pieces of the collection, Gold TV
Unit’s most attracting detail is the CNC processing
technique that has been applied onto the drawers.
Metal material is used on the legs of the natural
walnut wooden body; and there is a shelf divided
into two with glass, in each drawer. Also the crash-preventive brake system is used in the drawers.
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Gold

livingroom

Offering advantages in terms of usage life and its look as a result of
imported chenille fabric, Gold Living Room , is made of beech tree on its
furniture frame and leg components. The feature of triple seat sofa’s
capability to turn into a bed when opened, offers a practical solution in
case of need.
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Nateva

modular
wardrobe

Offering facility of storing many pieces of dresses,
accessories, shoes in one place and neatly, Nateva
Modular Wardrobe, finds solutions to the needs of
daily life with the railed trousers hangers and
censored- lightened hangers inside itself.
The reflected glass put outside of the cupboard
creates an eye-dazzling atmosphere.
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343

Nateva

Double door cupboard / With trousers
W:96 D:62 H:230

Double door cupboard / With Shelf
W:96 D:62 H:230

Double door cupboard / With Drawers
W:96 D:62 H:230

Corner cupboard / W:110 D:108 H:230
Single door cupboard / With Shelf
W:48 D:62 H:230
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Single door cupboard / With Hanger
W:48 D:62 H:230
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Albina

VOL.1
livingroom

Albina Living Room Set, aiming to get intense attention of the people who
like classical styles, with its velvet fabric and quilting work preference, shows
itself with a style that is contemporary of our day, at the same time. On the
sofas’ furniture frames and on whole of the leg parts, beech tree is used, which is known by its durability.
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Albina

VOL.2
livingroom

Served as an outstanding harmony of retro and modern trends, Albino Living
Room Vol.2 attracts with its metal legs that adds its structural form, besides
well-embroidered quilting details. Its scatters energy around the houses with
its heart-warming colours.
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Bold

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / BOLD

For everyone who says “Back, once more again!” Bold Dining Room adorned
with details of quilting made on imported leather-like nubuck fabric is
preparing to surprise your guests with its grace derived from its classical
spirit. On the sofas’ furniture frames and on the leg parts, beech tree is used,
which is known by its durability.
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Bold

VOL.2
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / BOLD

Apart from the first variation, velvet elegancy is used in Bold Living Room
Vol.2, instead of imported nubuck fabric, and golden colour metal material is
used on the legs, instead of wood. With the beech tree and profile furniture
frame on the sofas’ body, an offer of a lifelong usage is targeted.
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Ren

VOL.1
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / REN

Having an extreme sport look, Ren Living Room, scatters light around with
the light colours dominating on the most parts of the design. Chenille fabric
that is made from the texture of velvet and linen fabrics, is used on the
furnishing; on the main body; and for the legs parts, beech tree is supposed
to support with its durability.
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Ren

VOL.2
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / REN

Having exactly the same specifications with the first version, Ren Living
Room Vol.2 is served with the different colour alternatives to appeal different
tastes. Chenille fabric, which is made from the texture of velvet and linen
fabrics, is used on the furnishing; on the main body; and for the legs parts,
beech tree is used.
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Ren

VOL.3
livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / REN

Having exactly the same specifications with the first version, Ren Living
Room Vol.3 is served with the different colour alternatives to appeal different
tastes. Chenille fabric, which is made from the texture of velvet and linen
fabrics, is used on the furnishing; on the main body; and for the legs parts,
beech tree is used for its durability.
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373

Ren

relax

Deserving all compliments with its soft colours and top quality comfort, Ren
Relax is preparing to be the new joy corner of your house. Ren Relax adds
more elegancy itself, by the quilting details; and comprises all schematic
items in itself with the matching cushions. Chenille fabric, which is made
from the texture of velvet and linen fabrics, is used on the furnishing; on the
main body; and for the legs parts, beech tree is used for its durability.
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375

Dali

corner

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / DALI

Uniting the grace and quality of velvet fabric with its outstanding colour,
Dali Corner Set, is prominent as a special item turns resting need into a joy.
While the mixture of beech tree and furniture profile are used on the main
body, for the legs only beech tree is preferred.
There is a Z-shaped forward- backward mechanism on the back sides.
Also the wooden pieces located on both two edges and in middle section,
offers usage facility according to needs.
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379

Mono

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MONO

Linen fabric is used for the set’s sofa furnishings, and besides the wide and
comfortable sofas, Mono Living Room Set offers a different usage experience
with the triangle pouf module. Material of sofa set and wing chairs’ furniture
frame is beech tree; and on the legs and wooden frame under the furniture
frame is made of walnut colour beech tree.
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383

Pamir VOL.3

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PAMIR

Pamir Living Room Set makes the material quality and aesthetics prominent;
meets the power it gets from beech tree that creates its body and the furniture
frame, with the elegancy of imported fabric. Besides the moveable head-lying
parts, there is a mechanism that makes bed from the triple seat sofas.
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387

Pamir

VOL.4

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / PAMIR

For the ones who prefer the outstanding harmony of petrol blue and ecru...
Making the material quality and aesthetics prominent, Pamir Living Room Set;
meets the power it gets from beech tree that creates its body and the furniture
frame, with the elegancy of imported fabric. Besides the moveable head-lying
parts, there is a mechanism that makes bed from the triple seat sofas.
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Mood

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MOOD

Mood Living Room Set shines out as an extremely useful alternative with its
plain and elegant style and uses schematic and functional positive sides of
the linen fabric effectively. With the legs parts, beech tree is used for its
durability.
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Mersey

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / MERSEY

Being an ideal choice with its sporty and modern atmosphere for the ones
who are passionate for simplicity; Mersey Living Room appeals to the eyes
with the metal details on its leg parts. Beech tree is used for the furniture
frame of the sofas; and a fabric of suede- plush-like is used for the wing chair
of the set.
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Franco

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / FRANCO

The top quality comfort of Franco Sofa Set is derived from the perfect harmony of
foam, plume, and laminated fiber. The print designed velvet fabric and wooden
legs are prominent details that are reflected on Franco’s aesthetic form. On the
furniture frame component, there is beech timber and oriented strand board.
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July

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / JULY

Having an ergonomic design with the usage of bow and foam in ideal
standards, July Sofa Set offers a perfect back comfort thanks to the plume
filling. The prominent elegancy of the set united by double and triple sofas, is
completed by the small and relax cushions. In the production process of the
set, wooden body, beech timber and plywood is used.
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407

Lola

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / LOLA

Coming forward with its comfortable form caring your comfort and modern
lines Lola Sofa Set draws the attention on itself with the embroidered
special-made lace pillows. Wood for the legs, and chenille-like fabric is used
for the furnishings. On the furniture frame of the set, which has no
mechanism, beech timber and plywood take place.
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Renzo

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RENZO

Catching the eyes with its modern lines and top quality comfort, Renzo Living
Room Set is served with the usage of metal material on the leg components
and linen fabric on sofa furnishings. Furniture frame of the sofas is made of
beech tree. Metal transvertible wing chair can also turn around itself easily.
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Renzo

VOL.2

livingroom

NILLS / ALL COLLECTION / RENZO

Apart from the former variation, golden colour metal material is used for
the legs part of Renzo Living Room Set Vol. 2, and as for the body; beech tree and
profile furniture frame are used. Also linen fabric is preferred for the furnishings,
to contribute to comfort and elegancy of the sofas.
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Renzo

corner

Distinguishing from its similar ones with the built-in wireless charging module,
Renzo Corner Set displays an extremely elegant look by the usage of linen
fabric and matching lace pillows. Durable and lifelong beech tree is used for
the furniture frame and metal is preferred as legs material.

Wireless Charging Module
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Valeri

livingroom

Catching the elegancy with its quilting works and colour harmony,
Valeri Living Room, draws the attentions on itself by showing out its
nobility. Linen fabric for the interior sides and imported leather-like
nubuck fabric is used for the external sides of the sofas. The body
made of beech tree is used for the furniture frame and metal is
preferred as legs material.
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Victoria

day bed

Victoria Day Bed creates a special resting area for you in those
precious times you need to award yourself, and it displays a quite
aesthetic look by the leather-like nubuck fabric. The body, made of
beech tree and profile furniture frame, raises on the wooden legs that
produced from beech tree and polished in walnut colour.
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Mia

relax

Climaxing the users comfort with the plume filled
lace pillows, Mia Relax Sofa Set brings elegancy
and usage facility together, by preference of
nubuck fabric. The middle sofa module that can be
changed according to house’s availability, can be
used as wing chair, preferably.
There is no mechanism, and beech timber,
plywood are used for the furniture frame of Mia
Relax.
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Complementary
Bookshelf
Chair
Bergere
Coffee Table
Mirror
Bank
Pouff
Lightining
Table
Dresser
Chest Of Drawers
Working Table
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W:74 D:85 H:82

W:98 D:98 H:74

W:77 D:85 H:105

W:79 D:85 H:86

W:79 D:85 H:86

W:82 D:85 H:90

Pralin Vol 1

Pralin Vol 2

Prizma

Renzo Vol 2

Valeri

Vesta

W:87 D:90 H:82

W:87 D:90 H:82

W:84 D:88 H:98

W:85 D:85 H:90

W:93 D:90 H:75

W:70 D:80 H:95

Queen Vol 1

Queen Vol 2

Queen Vol 3

Zen Vol 1

Zen Vol 2

Ren

W:110 D:115 H:90

W:110 D:115 H:90

W:110 D:115 H:90

W:72 D:85 H:100

W:72 D:85 H:100

W:90 D:90 H:80
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Coffee Table

Alvin Coffee Table

Alvin Side Table

Aura Coffee Table

Favor Coffee Table

Favor Side Table

Flower Coffee Table

W:140 D:75 H:43

W:50 D:50 H:53

W:104 D:104 H:45

W:140 D:88 H:40

W:50 D:48 H:55

W:100 D:100 H:32

Aura Side Table

Elegant Service Table

Elegant Zigon

Flower Side Table

Focus Coffee Table

Gocce Dark Coffee Table

W:49 D:49 H:52

W:70 D:38 H:57

Büyük / Big W:50 D:45 H:62
Orta / Medium W:49 D:41 H:52
Küçük / Small W:47 D:37 H:43

W:50 D:50 H:55

W:105 D:105 H:38

W:74 D:74 H:33

Ella Coffee Table

Ella Side Table Triangle

Ella Side Table Square

Gocce Dark Side Table

Gocce Gold Coffee Table

Gocce Gold Side Table

W:74 D:56 H:45

W:40 D:40 H:52

W:43 D:46 H:58

W:36 D:36 H:55

W:74 D:74 H:33

W:36 D:36 H:55
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Coffee Table

Gocce Gold C. Table Vol 2

Gocce Gold Side Table Vol 2

Icona Coffee Table

Lumi Coffee Table

Lumi Side Table

Eon Coffee Table

W:74 D:74 H:33

W:36 D:36 H:55

W:101 D:101 H:42

W:90 D:90 H:39

W:39 D:39 H:54

W:97 D:97 H:30

Icona Side Table

Icona Zigon

Lima Coffee Table

Penta Coffee Table

Mila Coffee Table

Mila Side Table

W:71 D:46 H:34

Büyük / Big W:50 D:45 H:62
Orta / Medium W:41 D:48 H:52
Küçük / Small W:37 D:46 H:43

W:138 D:69 H:43

W:90 D:90 H:45

W:120 D:70 H:45

W:45 D:45 H:56

Lima Zigon

Lisa Module W. Glass

Lisa Table Module

Mobi Wood

Norma Coffee Table

Norma Side Table

W:60 D:40 H:52

W:180 D:55 H:43

W:133 D:52 H:37

W:105 D:67 H:46

W:151 D:82 H:44

W:56 D:56 H:54
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Sehpa

Norma Zigon

Palmira Coffee Table

Palmira Side Table

Prizma Side Table

Prizma Zigon

Radius Coffee Table

W:62 D:45 H:57

W:151 D:82 H:44

W:56 D:56 H:54

W:60 D:60 H:56

W:60 D:40 H:53

Sehpa (coffee table) W:100 D:90 H:41
Puf / Pouff W:65 D:65 H:35

Palmira Zigon

Pralin Rectangle

Pralin Square

Raks Coffee Table

Raks Side Table

Raks Zigon

Büyük / Big W:64 D:46 H:57
Orta / Medium W:53 D:44 H:48
Küçük / Small W:45 D:41 H:40

W:128 D:72 H:41

W:100 D:100 H:41

W:114 D:114 H:40

W:60 D:60 H:55

W:52 D:45 H:55

Pralin Side Table

Pralin Zigon

Prizma Coffee Table

Renzo Coffee Table

Renzo Side Table

Renzo Zigon

W:50 D:50 H:55

W:68 D:43 H:52

W:110 D:110 H:41

W:101 D:101 H:42

W:71 D:46 H:34

Büyük / Big W:45 D:50 H:62
Orta / Medium W:41 D:48 H:42
Küçük / Small W:37 D:46 H:43
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Coffee Table

Sini Coffee Table

Sini Side Table

Tetra Coffee Table

Wind Coffee Table

Zen Coffee Table

Zen Side Table

W:85 D:85 H:40

W:46 D:46 H:48

W:105 D:100 H:35

W:145 D:75 H:34

W:140 D:88 H:40

W:50 D:48 H:55

Tetra Side Table Big.

Vela Dark Coffee Table

Vela Light Coffee Table

Elegant Coffee Table

Icona Marble

Delta Coffee Table

W:65 D:60 H:58

W:104 D:104 H:30

W:104 D:104 H:30

W:65 D:60 H:58

W:101 D:101 H:42

W:134 D:65 H:39

Viera Coffee Table

Viera Side Table

Well Side Table

Motif Orta Coffee Table

Motif Side Table

Motif Zigon

W:165 D:65 H:42

W:50 D:50 H:51

Black W:40 D:40 H:60
Emperador W:40 D:40 H:53
Carrea W:40 D:40 H:47

W:79 D:79 H:35

W:59 D:59 H:41

W:39 D:39 H:60
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Mirror

Motif Coffee Table Big.

Motif Side Table

W:79 D:79 H:35

W:59 D:59 H:41

Kira V1

Kira V2

W:43 D:43 H:52

W:43 D:43 H:52

Lenis
Favor

Gizia

Gold

W:74 D:2,4 H:74

W:155 D:4 H:67

W:70 D:5 H:70

Wicker Bronze

Icona Console Mirror

Lisa Console Mirror

W:155 D:5 H:66

W:55 D:4 H:93

W:115 D:3 H:110

Alvin

Aura Console Mirror

Curved Bronze

W:75 D:3,7 H:75

W:110 D:7 H:115

W:158 D:7 H:60

Zeta

Working Table

Juno

Watson

Danza
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Mirror

Messe

Met

Mila

Round Curved

Zen

Partial Decorative

W:96 D:2,5 H:104

W:150 D:5 H:70

W:96 D:2,5 H:104

W:78 D:4 H:78

W:74 D:2,5 H:74

W:139 D:5 H:69

Palmira Console Mirror

Prizma Console Mirror

W:181 D:5 H:163

W:- D:- H:-

Vela Dark 2 Pieces

Vela LightTwo Pieces

Wind

BÜYÜK W:80 D:5 H:80
KÜÇÜK W:60 D:5 H:60

BÜYÜK W:80 D:5 H:80
KÜÇÜK W:60 D:5 H:60

W:185 D:7 H:60
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Dual

Elegant

Elips Smoked Curved

W:84 D:2 H:84

W:90 D:2 H:90

W:159 D:3 H:78

451

Pouff

Bank

Candy Vol 1

Candy Vol 2

Jolly

W:90 D:90 H:50

W:90 D:90 H:50

W:78 D:56 H:47

Pralin

Pralin Round

Prizma

W:102 D:72 H:40

W:60 D:60 H:40

W:62 D:62 H:43

Pufi

Poly

Rainbow

W:44 D:44 H:52

W:47 D:47 H:51

W:46 D:46 H:50
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Dali V1
W:45 D:45 H:51

Dali V2
W:45 D:45 H:51

Alvin

Antik Wood

Elegant

W:140 D:48 H:42

W:160 D:43 H:45

W:167 D:54 H:45

Elegant Vol 2

Lima

Norma

W:156 D:50 H:38

W:159 D:47 H:37

W:167 D:54 H:45

Pralin
W:155 D:55 H:45
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Dresser

Table

Antik Wood

Mobi Wood

Mondo

W:200 D:100 H:86

W:250 D:100 H:86

W:115 D:115 H:77

Lima

Pralin

Prizma

Viera

W:136 D:50 H:85

W:151 D:47 H:86

W:136 D:48 H:86

W:130 D:41 H:86

Elegant
Pralin Square

Quadro

Sini

W:100 D:100 H:77

W:220 D:100 H:76

W:103 D:103 H:77

W:100 D:30 H:94

Lighting

Viera
W:108 D:108 H:76

454

Eiffel

Pal

Viera

W:66 D:52 H:116

W:47 D:50 H:180

W:60 D:60 H:188

455

Chest of drawers

Zen

Vela Dark

Vela Light

Raks

W:64 D:48 H:93

W:66 D:46 H:108

W:66 D:46 H:108

W:65 D:45 H:116

Alvin

Elegant

Gold

Lima

W:60 D:45 H:108

W:68 D:44 H:107

W:87 D:90 H:82

W:87 D:90 H:82

456

Bedrooms

457

PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Prizma

Pralin

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:254 D:73 H:222

W:242 D:220 H:104

W:260 D:65 H:223

W:174 D:228 H:103

It has sliding, mirrored doors.
CNC processing on the walnut massive panel is applied on sliding doors.

Quilting embroidered fabric furnishing is applied on the headboard.
5 mm D26 foam is used.

Lightened- censored hangers- Railed trousers hanger- Indoor jewellery
safe are comprised.

Bedstead legs and sides are made of natural wood veneering.
There is no bed base function.

There are sliding doors on the cupboard.
Special CNC work has been applied and a bow-shaped look made
with special techniques on the mirrored middle doors, natural walnut
veneering is used.

Fabric furnishing on foam is used.
Furnishing fabric is stainproof and wipeable.
Special CNC cut and D26 of 5 foam is used.
Bedstead sides and legs are natural walnut veneered.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger
inside the door.

There is no bed base function.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:101 D:48 H:106

W:68 D:4 H:90

W:70 D:48 H:36

W:151 D:47 H:80

W:78 D:4 H:78

W:73 D:47 H:43

Front sides of drawers are from CNC processed walnut massive panel.
There are wooden legs.

Front sides of drawers are from CNC processed walnut massive panel.

The upper slab of the natural walnut veneered dresser is with glass.

The nightstands that have glassed slab on upper sides, are
natural walnut veneered.

There are push-to-open drawers.

Walnut massive panel is used on the mirror frame.

Frame with adornment of bow-shaped glass is used on the mirror and
mirror is 4 mm flotal.
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There are push-to-open drawers.

PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Elegant

Zen

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:220 D:68 H:230

W:182 D:233 H:141

W:254 D:66 H:222

W:181 D:229 H:111

Sliding door system is used on the doors.
The body of the doors are from bronze -reflected light mirror.
Natural ebony veneering is used on the cupboard sides.

Fabric furnishing on foam is used on the headboard.

There is sliding door, mirror and natural fishbone design veneering.

Sides of the bedstead are veneered and legs are metal.
Furnishing fabric on foam is used.
Furnishing fabric is stainproof and wipeable.
4 mm D26 foam is used.
On the headboard sides, lightening-purposed LED system is used.
There is bed base function.

There is fabric furnishing on the bedstead sides.
There is bed base mechanism.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger and
indoor censored lightening inside the cupboard.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:155 D:51 H:77

W:90 D:2 H:90

W:68 D:44 H:51

W:124 D:49 H:75

W:74 D:3 H:74

W:64 D:48 H:46

The legs of the dresser are metal and they are fume-plated.
Upper slab of the dresser and the body of it is natural ebony veneered.
It’s of double doors and double drawers, for usage facility.
Rail system of the drawers are from auto-brake system.

The legs of the nightstand are metal and they are fume-plated.
Upper slab of the nightstand and the body of it is natural ebony
veneered.
Rail system of the drawers are from auto-brake system.

There are metal vs, natural plating, marble upper slab and three
push-to-open drawers used for the dresser.

There are metal legs, natural plating, marble upper slab and two
push-to-open drawers used for the dresser.

There are ebony veneered pieces on the square-formed mirror made
from metal profile and LED lightening is used.
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PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Lima

Palmira

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:268 D:70 H:225

W:171 D:228 H:113

W:267 D:70 H:224

W:195 D:229 H:115

There are sliding doors and one collapsible door on the left.
Door handles wooden- veneered, applied natural matte varnish on.
Polished and mirrored doors.

Quilting embroidered fabric furnishing is applied on the headboard.
Furnishing fabric is stainproof and wipeable.
5 mm D26 foam is used.

There are two sliding doors and one collapsible door.
The door and its sides are polished white, the other body parts are
natural walnut veneering.

Lightened- censored hangers, ailed trousers hanger and indoor
jewellery safe are comprised.

Bedstead legs and body are made of natural wood veneering.
There is fabric furnishing on the bedstead sides.
There is no bed base function.

There are lightened- censored hangers, railed trousers hanger and
Jewellery safe inside the cupboard.

Bedstead sides are fabric furnishing, legs are natural walnut tree.
Decorated embroidered fabric is furnished
5 mm D26 foam is used.
There is no bed base mechanism.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:136 D:55 H:83

W:95 D:5 H:55

W:71 D:50 H:47

W:125 D:52 H:86

W:85 D:18 H:90

W:70 D:52 H:46

Dresser is made of natural walnut veneering. Aesthetically polished
drawers.

The nightstands are natural walnut veneered.
Aesthetically polished drawers.

Dresser’s legs are natural walnut wood. The body is white polished.

Nightstand’s legs are natural walnut wood. The body is white polished.

Natural walnut wood is used for the mirror’s frame.

Massive panel is used on the mirror frame.
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PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Viera

Aura

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:254 D:68 H:223

W:211 D:223 H:111

W:270 D:62 H:233

W:181 D:246 H:114

There are sliding doors on the cupboard. The doors are adorned with
works done on massive panel, There are wide mirrors. American
watering walnut veneering is used.

Bedstead headboard is furnished with decorated embroidered fabric.
5 mm D26 foam is used.
Bedstead sides are fabric furnishing, legs are natural beech tree.
There is no bed base mechanism.

There are lightened- censored hangers, railed trousers hanger inside
the door.

There are six cupboard doors.
External surface is made of Italian walnut veneering. Both door surfaces
are mirrors. There are metal handles on the cupboard doors.

The sides of the bedstead headboard are Italian walnut veneered,
the middle part of the bedstead headboard is furnished fabric.
5 mm D26 foam is used.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger and
indoor censored lightening inside the cupboard.

The sides of the bedstead are furnished fabric.
legs parts are Italian veneered.
There is no bed base mechanism.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:120 D:45 H:85

W:68 D:4 H:90

W:71 D:45 H:44

W:130 D:51 H:85

W:90 D:6 H:94

W:73 D:47 H:45

The legs of the dresser are beech tree.
The body is American watering walnut veneering.
Upper drawer has adornments on massive panel.

The body is American watering walnut veneering.
The legs of the nightstand are beech tree.

Dresser has extraordinary-styled golden colour metal legs and details.
It is Italian walnut veneered. It has golden colour metal handle and
useful drawers.

The nightstand has golden colour metal legs and details.
It is Italian walnut veneered.
It has golden colour metal handle.

A decorative look is gained by usage of metal body for the mirror.
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PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Raks

Alvin

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:201 D:60 H:220

W:174 D:225 H:123

W:254 D:68 H:222

W:169 D:233 H:114

The cupboard has light transparent doors and the body is natural walnut
veneered. Corner doors are polished. There are metal button handles.

Vertically-sewed special fabric is furnished in designing of bedstead
headboard. 5 mm D26 foam is used.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger inside
door.

Bedstead sides are furnished fabric and bedstead legs are metal.
There is bed base function.

There are two sliding doors on the cupboard. There is processing work
on MDF on the doors. Mirror is used in the middle parts of both doors.
Indigenous parquet is walnut-veneered.
There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger inside
door.

Quilted fabric is furnished on the bedstead headboard.
5 mm D26 foam is used.
Sides of the bedstead are furnished fabric.
Wood and metal are used together on the legs.
There is bed base function.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:126 D:48 H:85

W:40 D:30 H:110

W:65 D:48 H:50

W:131 D:48 H:88

W:75 D:4 H:75

W:61 D:45 H:44

There are metal legs on the dresser.
There is CNC processing on massive panel and white polish, on the
drawer. The body is walnut-veneered. There are metal button handles.
The shelf module used on the dresser is walnut-veneered in elegant
metal.

The legs of the dresser is from metal material.
There is CNC processing on massive panel and white polish, on the
drawer. The body is walnut-veneered.
There are metal button handles.

466

Wood and metal are used together on the legs.
There are six useful drawers.
There is processing work on MDF on the cover parts of the drawers.
It is indigenous parquet veneered. There is metal handle.

Wood and metal are used together on the legs.
There is processing work on MDF on the cover parts of the drawers.
It is indigenous parquet veneered. There is metal handle.
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PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Vela Dark

Icona Antrasit

Cupboard

Bedstead

Cupboard

Bedstead

W:254 D:68 H:222

W:240 D:216 H:122

W:254 D:68 H:222

W:323 D:215 H:125

Cupboard slabs are polished flakeboards.
There are sliding doors. The lower parts are CNC processed polished
MDF. Flat mirror is used on upper parts of the door.

Polished MDF is used on the sides of the bedstead headboard.
Furnishing with decorated embroidered fabric. On foam is used.
Furnishing fabric is stainproof and wipeable.
Lightening system is used on the headboard sides.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger inside
door.

American watering walnut veneered cupboard has two sliding doors.

Velvet-like fabric is used on the headboard.
There are vertically-quilted works.

Bedstead is fabric furnished and the legs are metal.
There is bed base mechanism.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:109 D:48 H:99

W:80 D:6 H:80

W:66 D:46 H:47

W:130 D:50 H:79

W:54 D:4 H:90

W:68 D:50 H:51

Metal legs are used for the dresser and CNC processed polished
MDF is used for the drawers. The handles are metal.

Metal legs are used for the nightstand and CNC processed polished
MDF is used.

The mirror is anthracite-coloured on polyurethane casting. Grinded
mirror is used.
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The nightstand’s, dresser’s and lower parts of the drawers are bright
anthracite colour.
There is marble-design-printed glass on metal legs.
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PANEL
BEDROOMS

PANEL
BEDROOMS

Gold

Nateva

Cupboard

Bedstead

Double doors cupboard

Double doors cupboard

Double doors cupboard

W:241 D:68 H:216

W:216 D:220 H:120

With Trousers Hanger

With shelves

With the drawers

W:97 D:62 H:230

W:97 D:62 H:230

W:97 D:62 H:230

Single door cupboard

Single door cupboard

Corner Cupboard

There are two sliding doors on the cupboard. There is mirror on the
middle parts. The doors are processed on MDF. External parts are
flakeboards. It’s made of natural veneering.

There is decorated CNC processed fabric on the bedstead headboard.
5 mm D26 foam is used.
Sides of the bedstead are fabric-furnished. There is bed base function.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger inside
door.

With the shelves
W:83 D:62 H:230

With the hangers
W:178 D:109 H:230

W:73 D:62 H:230

Reflected glass is used for the cupboard.

Dresser

Dresser Mirror

Nightstand

W:115 D:50 H:83

W:71 D:5 H:71

W:69 D:45 H:48

Dresser body is natural veneering.
Processing and polishing are used for the front sides of the drawers.
It has metal legs. There is a jewellery safe inside the upper drawer.

There are lightened- censored hangers and railed trousers hanger inside door.

Body of nightstand is natural veneering.
Processing and polishing are used for the front sides of the drawers.
It has metal legs.

Circular-shaped golden colour metal frame is used for the mirror frame.
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Dining
rooms
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PANEL GROUP
DINING ROOMS

PANEL GROUP
DINING ROOMS

Lima

Alvin

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:230 D:55 H:83

W:181+40 D:95 H:76

W:50 D:53 H:87

W:226 D:48 H:86

W:180+40 D:95 H:77

W:52 D:58 H:90

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works.
There is crash-preventive brake mechanism.
Console form is from metal body and it has
wooden legs.

There are decorative bars on the sides of
the natural walnut veneered table. The
feature of capability to expand extra 40 cm
is accessed to this collapsible table. Table
form is made of metal body, for durability.
Also, wooden legs are used for naturality and
aesthetics.

A comfortable kind foam is used on the
chairs that are furnished leather-like nubuck
fabric. Chair is strengthened with metal. It
has wooden legs.

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works. Wooden handles are used.
Also, metal material is used on the floortouching part of the legs, for naturality and
aesthetics.

There is feature of collapsibility on the
natural walnut veneered table. An extra
space of 40 cm is gained, thanks to this
specialty. And also, metal material is used
on the floor-touching part of the legs, for
naturality and aesthetics.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs. Back sides of the chair is
wood papel and there is light walnut colour
polishing on the legs.

Palmira

Raks

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:215 D:52 H:86

W:224 D:114 H:79

W:52 D:58 H:90

W:226 D:50 H:83

W:210 D:100 H:78

W:47 D:52 H:87

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works. There is crash-preventive
brake mechanism. Console form is from
metal body and it has wooden legs from
walnut tree.

Natural wooden walnut veneered table’s
form is made of metal body, for durability.
Also, wooden legs are used for naturality and
aesthetics.

A comfortable foam is used on velvet fabric
furnished chairs. Back sides of the chiar is
plywood veneered and there are natural
wooden walnut legs.

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works. There is crash-preventive
brake mechanism. Console has metal legs.

On the side of upper surface of the natural
walnut veneered table, a decorated mirror
is used to give an aesthetic look. Also,
metal material is used on the the legs, for
naturality and aesthetic.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs. Back sides of the chair is
wood papel and there are wooden legs.
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PANEL GROUP
DINING ROOMS

PANEL GROUP
DINING ROOMS

Viera

Norma

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:220 D:45 H:85

W:208 D:106 H:76

W:53 D:50 H:78

W:215 D:52 H:86

W:224 D:114 H:79

W:52 D:58 H:90

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works. Also, there is a glass on the
upper slab. There is crash- preventive brake
mechanism on the doors. Console form is
from metal body and there are wooden legs.
And there used cylinder metal on the legs,
as detail.

A different aesthetic look is given to the
table with veneering natural walnut wood.
For durability, table form is from metal body.
Also, wooden material is used on the the
legs, for naturality and aesthetics. And there
used cylinder metal on the point that the
legs meet.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs. Back sides of the chair is
wood papel and there are matte walnut
colour polished legs.

Console is natural walnut veneered. The
front side doors are CNC processed. Upper
part has marble design print. It has metal
body and wooden legs.

Natural walnut veneered table has got
wooden body and wooden legs.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs and the chairs have got
wooden legs. There are wooden legs on the
fabric furnished bench.

Prizma

Elegant

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:226 D:48 H:86

W:216 D:100 H:77

W:50 D:56 H:87

W:240 D:51 H:78

W:220 D:100 H:76

W:58 D:60 H:93

It is made of polished wooden body. The
front side doors are CNC processed on panel
and varnished. The legs and the handles
are from polished wood. Console mirror is
grinded fume mirror and its frame is natural
veneered wood.

The table has walnut colour polished legs.
The sides are strengthened by wooden
frame. The table is wooden veneered.

Fabric furnished chairs have walnut polished
beech tree and a furniture frame.

Natural ebony is used on the console. There
is a crash-preventive mechanism on the
doors of the console, that has metal legs and
metal handles.

Natural ebony veneered table has metal
legs.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs and the chairs have got
metal legs.
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Wind

Gold

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:240 D:51 H:78

W:220 D:100 H:76

W:54 D:63 H:85

W:224 D:50 H:83

W:180 D:104 H:78

W:49 D:57 H:91

Console that has a glass upper slab, is
American walnut veneered. The front sides
of the special design doors are membrane.
Console form is from metal body and metal
stands. Console mirror has a special design
of decorative style .

American walnut veneered table’s legs are
metal and it has metal body.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs and the chairs have got
wooden legs.

The front side doors of the natural walnut
veneered console are polished and has CNCprocessed works. There is crash-preventive
brake mechanism on the doors. Also, metal
material is used on the legs, for naturality
and aesthetic.

Upper slab of the table is walnut tree
designed, pressed flakeboard . An extra
space of 40 cm is gained thank to the
table’s being collapsible. CNC processed
polished wooden legs are used on the
legs, for naturality and aesthetics. There is
grinded mirror in the golden colour polished
wooden frame.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs. Back sides of the chair is
wood papel and there are wooden legs.

Zen

Pralin

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:227 D:52 H:80

W:210 D:100 H:76

W:54 D:63 H:85

W:225 D:48 H:80

W:200 D:100 H:77

W:87 D:52 H:102

On the outer sides, a bow-shape is given
with natural walnut veneering application
created with CNC processing and some
special works.
Metal furniture profile is used to strengthen
console body, and for durability. On the
upper slab, there is special-polished,
tempered, grinded glass in accordance with
the design.

Parquet-design is used with natural wooden
walnut veneering applied elaborately,
on upper slab of the table . Metal furniture
profile is used for durability. The legs are
wooden and walnut veneered. Plenary
varnishing is imposed on the product. Also,
we have wooden table of 180 cm width and
square glassed table of 100 cm width.

A comfortable foam is used on the leatherlook fabric furnished chairs. Back sides of
the chair is wood papel and there are
wooden legs made of beech tree. An
elegant look is gained by using quilting
work. The legs are wooden.

Marble top console, with walnut veneered.
Console sides are in special dished-molds
with the walnut veneered. Durable, push
and open system used in the drawers of
the metal leg console. Soft closing and
quite silent mechanism on hinges. Mirrors
are rounded-side plain glass with a walnut
frame.

Metal leg table with a marqueterie walnut
veneered.
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Comfortable foam and leather touch fabric
used in the chairs. Walnut color wooden legs
are reinforced with the metal connections.
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Aura

Icona anthracite

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:224 D:52 H:84

W:208 D:105 H:78

W:58 D:60 H:93

W:220 D:50 H:78

W:200 D:100 H:77

W:51 D:49 H:82

An outstanding look is gained by using
golden colour metal handles on the front
sides doors of the console, which has a body
made of Italian walnut veneering. There are
metal legs in the same colour, as well. There
is crash-preventive brake mechanism on the
doors.

The table that has an Italian walnut
veneered upper surface, has got golden
colour metal legs.

Leather-like nubuck fabric is used on the
chairs that are made of cast foam gained
by special technology operations. And also
these chairs have golden colour metal legs.

There is sliding, mirrored door. CNC process
on walnut massive panel has been
applied, on the sliding doors.

There is sliding, mirrored door. CNC process
on walnut massive panel has been applied,
on the sliding doors.

There is sliding, mirrored door. CNC process
on walnut massive panel has been
applied, on the sliding doors.

Icona

Lisa

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:220 D:50 H:78

W:200 D:100 H:77

W:51 D:49 H:82

W:232 D:53 H:83

W:210 D:104 H:77

W:54 D:63 H:85

Natural walnut veneering is used on the
console. There is crash-preventive brake
mechanism on the doors of console that has
legs.

In the middle part of the natural walnut
veneered table, a tempered glass is located.
Schematic legs are used for the table.

A comfortable foam is used on the fabric
furnished chairs. There legs are metal.

Natural ebony veneering is used on the
console body. Console legs are golden
plated metal. There is push-to-open system
and crash-preventing mechanism on the
console doors. Console mirror is special
design golden metal framed. Grinded
mirror is used.

The upper slab and the legs of the table is
wooden. Table legs are golden plated metal.

Golden colour metal is used on the linen
fabric furnished chairs.
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Mila

Vela Dark

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:212 D:54 H:84

W:180+40 D:95 H:76

W:51 D:49 H:82

W:231 D:48 H:83

W:180+40 D:95 H:77

W:51 D:49 H:82

Console is entirely made of wooden
material and the front sides of it are CNC
processed and polished. Marble-designed
print on wood is applied on the upper slab
of console. The legs are metal. There are
decorations on the mirror. Back board is
wooden.

Table is with collapsible specialty. An elegant
looking marble-designed print on wood is
applied on the upper slab of it. The legs are
plated metal.

Chair is furnished with normal fabric. Fabric
has a cotton-like form. The legs of the chair
are plated metal.

Console is made of MDF. Entire body is
anthracite polished. CNC special processing
is applied on MDF for the doors. Golden
metal handle is used for the console that
has metal legs. There is braking and soundpreventing system on the knuckles. Console
mirror s special design anthracite polished
on polyurethane casting. Grinded mirror is
used.

The upper slab of the table is anthracite
polished MDF. The legs of the table are
metal and golden details are used. An
extra space is contributed, thanks to table’s
collapsibility feature.

There is an anthracite polished frame of
linen fabric furnished chairs.

Messe

Vela Light

Console

Table

Chair

Console

Table

Chair

W:212 D:54 H:82

W:195+40 D:95 H:76

W:51 D:49 H:82

W:231 D:48 H:83

W:180+40 D:95 H:77

W:51 D:49 H:82

There is bright polishing on American
watering walnut wood veneering. Right
and left side panels and right- left doors
are white polished on CNC processing.
Doors handles are designed as hidden,
self-handled. Console mirror is bright white
polished, from its frame.

There is bright polishing on American
watering walnut wood veneering. Golden
detail is used on table. The legs are wooden
American watering walnut colour.

Chair frame is bright polished on American
watering walnut wood veneering and the
chair is fabric-furnished.

Console is made of MDF: Entire body is
white polished. CNC special processing is
applied on MDF for the doors. Silver metal
handle is used for the console that has
metal legs. There is braking and soundpreventing system on the knuckles.

The upper slab of the table is white polished
MDF. The legs of the table are metal and
white polish, silver details are used. An
extra space is contributed, thanks to table’s
collapsibility feature.

There is a white polished metal frame of
linen fabric furnished chairs.
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Raks

Favor

Norma

M1 – TV Module M2- Upper Flat Module

M1 - Lower Drawer Module M2- Upper Flat Module

W:250 D:50 H:56

W:235 D:55 H:54

W:138 D:34 H:29

M3-Library Module

M3- Cover Module

M4- Shelf Module

W:35 D:28 H:90

W:38 D:28 H:90

Console

Table

Chair

W:90 D:29 H:100

W:227 D:52 H:80

W:210 D:100 H:76

W:54 D:63 H:85

Natural fume eucalyptus veneering is used
on console. There is a crash-preventing
mechanism on the console that has legs
and metal handles. On the console mirror,
fishbone design natural veneering; for the
mirror, decorative metal is used.

On the upper table slab, natural fume
eucalyptus veneering; on the table, metal
legs is used.

A comfortable foam is used on fabricfurnished chairs. The legs of the chairs are
metal.

Natural walnut veneered TV table’s front side doors are polished and
right sides have CNC-processed designs.
There is crash-preventive system in the drawers.
The legs of the TV table are metal.
Natural walnut veneered TV unit cabinet has got CNC-processed
designs. Entirely polished with good quality and stable paint.
Walnut veneered wooden shelf material of 5 cm thickness is used on
the shelf.

TV table’s natural walnut veneered body is made of metal, for
durability. CNC-processed an elegant look is given to the front sides.
Marble print is done on the upper surface and an aesthetic look is
gained. The legs are from natural wood. The library is totally
produced from natural walnut veneered wood material. You can
prefer available TV measurements according to the board of 90 cm
height and 153 cm width. There is a crash-preventive mechanism on
the cabinet made of natural walnut veneering.

Elegant

PANEL GROUP
TV UNITS

W:153 D:50 H:90

Viera

Palmira
M1 – Lower Module
W:235 D:55 H:54

M2- Upper TV Module
W:153 D:50 H:90

M3- Module with Door
W:35 D:28 H:90

M4- Upper Shelf
Module
W:38 D:28 H:90
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Natural walnut veneered TV table’s front side doors
are polished and have CNC- processed designs.
There is crash-preventive system in the drawers.
Also there are wooden legs made of walnut tree.
Natural walnut veneered TV unit cabinet has got a
crash-preventive system.
Library is entirely made of natural walnut veneered
wooden material.
Back board part is made of natural walnut wood and
you can prefer available TV
measurements according to the board of 90 cm
height and 153 cm width.

M1-TV Block

M2-Block with Door

M1- TV Module +Back Board

M2- Shelf Module

W:240 D:51 H:41

W:35 D:30 H:120

W:220 D:47 H:155

W:117 D:31 H:116

M3- Drawers Module

M3- Shelf Block

W:120 D:45 H:40

W:140 D:28 H:39

Natural walnut veneered TV table’s front side doors are polished and
have CNC- processed designs. There is crash-preventive system on
the covers.
There is crash-preventive system on the doors. LED lightening is
used on the board part. It is made of natural walnut veneering.

TV table has a natural ebony veneered body and metal legs.
There is crash-preventive system in the drawers.
The shelf is made of natural ebony veneering and metal materials.
Led lightenings are used on the natural ebony veneered cabinets,
to have a more elegant look. There is crash-preventive system on the
doors.
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Aura

Zen

Prizma

Lisa

M1- TV Module

M3- Shelf Block

M1- TV Module

M1- TV Block

M3- Block without Door

M1- Lower TV Module

M4- Shelf Module

W:244 D:52 H:48

W:180 D:24 H:25

W:227 D:52 H:59

W:227 D:48 H:56

W:30 D:34 H:60

W:150 D:50 H:67

W:140 D:27 H:35

M3- Upper Module W.Door

M2- Cover Block

M2- Block with Door

M2- Side Narrow Module

W:80 D:32 H:94

W:60 D:34 H:60

W:75 D:50 H:67

Polishing is applied on the TV table that has got Italian walnut
veneered body. A stunning look is gained by usage of golden colour
metal handles and legs. Also an easier usage is provided by adding
is crash-preventive system. The shelf is entirely made of Italian
walnut veneering.
As the other modules, of Italian walnut veneering is used on the
body.

Alvin

The bow-shape is given by the special techniques. The body of it is
walnut veneered wood. A stunning look is gained by usage of golden colour metal.
Verde Guatemala (Dark) marble is preferred on the upper slab, for an
outstanding and aesthetic look. There is a crash-preventive system
in the drawers, with capability of carrying 25 kg. 80.000 open-close
tests applied on the product drawer.

TV table is made of polished wooden body.
The front side drawers are produced using special CNC-process and
they are varnished. The legs are polished wood.
There is crash-preventive system in the drawers. The outer sides of
the library are polished; interior sides of it are walnut veneered wood.
The cabinet is from polished wooden body. The front side door
panel is produced using special CNC-process and it is varnished.

TV table is made of natural eucalyptus veneered body. Golden
metal plated handle is used on TV module. There is crash-preventive system and push-to- open mechanism on the doors. The shelf
is entirely made of natural wood veneering. AS the other modules,
cabinet has wood veneering, too. Glass door is used.

Wind

Gold

Favor

M1- TV Module

M3- Library Module

M1- Tv Block

M3- Shelf Block

M1- TV Block

M3- Block with Shelf

M1- Lower Module

W:251 D:48 H:56

W:90 D:30 H:100

W:240 D:51 H:42

W:120 D:25 H:5

W:226 D:50 H:48

W:112 D:25 H:41

W:227 D:52 H:59

M2- Upper Flat Module

M2-Block with Door

M2- Block with the Tall Door

W:125 D:28 H:31

W:30 D:31 H:120

W:110 D:30 H:32

TV table that has a glass upper slab, is produced from American walnut
veneered wood. Special design upper surfaces are membrane.
Metal furniture frame is used on the body, for more durability.
There is crash-preventive system in the drawers.
The legs are metal. The cabinet is entirely made of American walnut
veneered wood. Special design front sides are membrane.
There is crash-preventive system on the doors. The shelves are produced
from American walnut veneered wood.

Polishing is applied on the drawers of TV table that has got natural
walnut veneered body, and it has CNC-processed decorations.
Wooden handles are used. Also, for aesthetics and naturality; metal
is used on the floor-touching parts of the legs. Walnut veneered
wooden shelf material of 5 cm thickness is used on the shelf.
The cover that has natural walnut veneered body, also has
CNC-processed decorations and it is partially polished.
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W:34 D:50 H:120

Bow shape is given to the sides, by applying special techniques on.
Operation of natural fume eucalyptus veneering on wood is done.
Membrane press work has been used on the upper slab, for an aesthetic
and eye-catching design.
On the product, metal legs are used, which are the results of a
special design and special system. There is crash-preventive system with
capability of carrying 25 kg, in the drawers. 80.000 open-close tests have
been done on the drawer.

The front sides of the TV table, which is natural walnut veneered,
polished and CNC processed. And also, the legs are made of metal, to
give an elegant look. There is crash-preventive system. In the middle
parts of the drawers; there is a middle shelf divided into two by glass.
All three shelves are entirely walnut veneered wood. It has brake
mechanism on its door.
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Pralin

Lima

Mila

Messe

M1- TV Block

M4-Block W. Upper Door

M1- TV Block

M4- Small Upright

M1- TV Block

M1- TV Block

W:128 D:52 H:41

W:128 D:30 H:55

W:190 D:45 H:46

W:38 D:30 H:110

W:212 D:54 H:55

W:212 D:54 H:55

M2- Block with Glass

M5-Block W.Upper Shelf

M2- Showcase Block

M5- Big Upright

M2- Block with Door

M2- Block with Door

W:128 D:52 H:41

W:128 D:28 H:55

W:100 D:52 H:97

W:38 D:30 H:140

W:42 D:28 H:91

W:42 D:28 H:91

M3- Scaffold Leg

M3- Scaffold Leg

M6- Block with Shelf

M3- Block with Shelf

M3- Block with Shelf

W:192 D:48 H:43

W:160 D:49 H:51

W:180 D:22 H:5

W:144 D:30 H:24

W:144 D:30 H:24

Entirely natural walnut veneered wood made TV table’s drawer’s
front surface is bow-shaped with special CNC process and special
techniques, natural walnut veneering operation is applied.

Natural walnut veneered wood made TV table’s drawer’s front surface is special CNC processed and lacquer painted.
There is push-to-open mechanism.

There is crash-preventive system in the drawer.
On the drawer’s front side of the module with glass, that has natural
walnut veneered wood body, special grinded black glass is used.
Entirely made of natural walnut veneered wood.

Door part of the glassed-cabinet, that has natural walnut veneered
wood body, is lacquer polished. There is a mechanism that opens to
left side, on the door. LED lightening is used inside the cabinet, for
an elegant look.

Entirely natural walnut veneered wood cabinet’s ,which has with
upper door, front side surface is bow-shaped with special
CNC process and special techniques, natural walnut veneering
operation is applied. There is crash- preventive system in the drawer.
On the drawer’s front side of the natural walnut veneered wood
body, special grinded black glass is used.

Door part of the cabinet, that has natural walnut veneered wood
body, is lacquer polished. Shelf is entirely made of walnut veneered
wood. Upper surface of the module with the leg is walnut veneered
wood. The legs are polished wooden walnut colour.
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There has been bright polishing applied on American watering
walnut wood veneering. The front sides of the unit are bright white
polished on CNC process. Door handles are designed as hidden,
self-handled. The legs are polished American watering walnut.
Metal golden coloured line has added beauty to TV Unit. There is
white polish on American watering walnut wood veneering.
Cabinet with the door is bright white polished on CNC process.

Upper slab of the TV table is marble-design printed.
The front sides are CNC
processed and polished. The legs are veneered wood.
Cabinet with the shelf is entirely polished. There is CNC process on
the front door. The shelf is produced as polished on wood.
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Icona Walnut

Icona Anthracite

Vela Dark

Vela Light

M1- TV Module

M1- TV Module

W:200 D:52 H:183

W:200 D:52 H:183

M1- TV Module

M1- TV Module

W:240 D:48 H:64

W:240 D:48 H:64

M2- Module with Shelf

M2- Module with Shelf

W:120 D:52 H:183

W:120 D:52 H:183

M2- Block with the Shelf

M2- Block with the Door

W:36 D:31 H:103

W:36 D:31 H:103

M3- Showcase Module

M3- Showcase Module

W:120 D:52 H:183

W:120 D:52 H:183

Lower Module 200 cm

Lower Module 200 cm

W:200 D:48 H:52

W:200 D:48 H:52

Lower Module 120 cm

Lower Module 120 cm

W:120 D:48 H:52

W:120 D:48 H:52

TV table is white polished MDF. Silver detail and metal handle is
used on the special design front drawers. There is crash-preventive
mechanism in the drawers. The legs are metal.
The cabinet is entirely white coloured MDF.
There is CNC process on the special design front doors and the
handles silver metal.

TV table is anthracite coloured MDF. Golden detail and golden metal
handle is used on the special design front drawers.
There is crash-preventive mechanism in the drawers.
The legs are metal. The cabinet is entirely anthracite coloured MDF.
There is CNC process on the special design front doors and the handles
are golden metal.

Upper surface of the TV table, that is natural walnut veneered, is
black, marble-printed glass. There is crash-preventive mechanism
on the doors.
The upright divisions of the walnut veneered shelves are plexy.
Showcase module body that can be added to the set, on demand;
is natural walnut veneered. There are glass shelves on the cabinet of
glass doors. Lower slab is anthracite gray colour.

Upper surface of the TV table, that is natural walnut veneered, is
black, tempered-glass. There is crash-preventive mechanism on
the doors. Showcase module body that can be added to the set, on
demand; is natural walnut veneered. There are glass shelves on the
cabinet of glass doors. The upright divisions of the walnut veneered
shelves are plexy.
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Elegant

Valeri

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Resting Sofa

Single Seat

W:240 D:95 H:80

W:220 D:95 H:80

W:100 D:80 H:80

W:230 D:110 H:80

W:230 D:110 H:80

W:90 D:90 H:75

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs’ material is metal. Linen fabric is
used for this sofa set.

Beech tree is used on the furniture frame.
The legs material is metal. Linen
fabric is used for the interior sides of the
sofa, while imported leather-like nubuck
fabric is used for the external sides of it.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is
used. There is no mechanism.

Prizma

12 cm 35 Density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Pralin

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:225 D:100 H:85

W:195 D:100 H:85

W:80 D:90 H:105

W:245 D:105 H:80

W:190 D:105 H:80

W:80 D:85 H:80

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Imported, leather-like nubuck fabric
is used on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used. Backlying parts open backward. When the mechanism is
opened, it turns to a single bed.
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It is made of beech tree and profile
furniture frame. Legs material is beech tree.
Imported, leather-like nubuck fabric is used
on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR high quality and durable foam is used. There is forwardbackward opening mechanism on the backrest and armrest parts. When the
mechanism is opened, it turns to a single bed. Medium firm foam is used on the seat.
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Pamir

Albina

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:235 D:95 H:90

W:205 D:95 H:90

W:110 D:95 H:90

W:220 D:85 H:80

W:190 D:85 H:80

W:80 D:85 H:85

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is beech tree, walnut
colour. Imported, leather-like nubuck fabric
is used on the sofa set. Medium firm foam
is used.

35 density HR foam is used on the sofa set. There is a
single bed mechanism on the triple seat sofas.
Head-lying parts are moveable.

Aura

Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is beech tree. Velvet fabric is used
on the sofa set.

12 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Albina V.2

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:220 D:100 H:80

W:202 D:100 H:80

W:80 D:85 H:88

W:220 D:85 H:80

W:190 D:85 H:80

W:80 D:85 H:85

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is golden colour metal.
There is walnut lapel on the sofa sides.
Linen fabric is used on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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Furniture frame is made of beech tree. Legs
material is metal. Velvet fabric is used on the
sofa set.

12 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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Zen V.1

Bold

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:235 D:90 H:75

W:195 D:90 H:75

W:75 D:70 H:100

W:230 D:95 H:70

W:190 D:95 H:70

W:80 D:85 H:95

Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is beech tree. Linen fabric is
used on the sofa set.

16 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
Wing chair is swivel. There is
no mechanism on the triple sofa set.

Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is beech tree. Leather- like,
imported nubuck fabric is used on the sofa
set.

Zen V.2

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
Wing chair is swivel. There is no mechanism.

Bold V.2

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:235 D:90 H:75

W:195 D:90 H:75

W:75 D:70 H:100

W:230 D:95 H:70

W:190 D:95 H:70

W:80 D:85 H:95

Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is beech tree. Velvet fabric is
used on the sofa set.

16 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
Wing chair is swivel. There is
no mechanism on the triple sofa set.
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Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is metal. Velvet fabric is used on
the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
Wing chair is swivel. There is no mechanism.
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Mono

Lola

One- Arm Triple Seat Module

One- Arm Single Seat Module

Armchair

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Armchair

W:205 D:100 H:80

W:100 D:100 H:80

W:65 D:75 H:80

W:275 D:98 H:74

W:245 D:98 H:74

W:98 D:98 H:74

The furniture frame of the sofa set and wing
chair is made of beech tree. There is wooden
frame under frame and the legs are walnut
colour beech tree. Linen fabric is used on
sofa.

32 density HR medium firm foam is used on the sofa
and wing chair set. There is no mechanism.

Furniture frame is made of beech tree.
Legs material is polished wood.

35 density perla foam and 25 density plume is used.
Medium firm foam is used.

Icona

Double Seat Sofa
W:230 D:100 H:80

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:255 D:100 H:70

W:235 D:100 H:70

W:75 D:90 H:90

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is metal. Velvet fabric is used on
the sofa set.
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14 cm 35 density HR medium firm, perla foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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Norma V.1

Gold

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Triple Seat

Single Seat

W:235 D:100 H:85

W:205 D:100 H:85

W:100 D:100 H:85

W:220 D:110 H:90

W:220 D:110 H:90

W:85 D:90 H:100

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is beech tree.
Imported velvet fabric is used on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Furniture frame is made of beech tree. Legs
material is beech tree. Imported velvet fabric
is used on the sofa set.

Norma V.2

16 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is feature of turning to
bed, in the triple seat sofa.

Otello

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Triple Seat

Single Seat

W:235 D:100 H:85

W:205 D:100 H:85

W:100 D:100 H:85

W:228 D:95 H:70

W:228 D:95 H:70

W:75 D:80 H:95

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is ash tree wood.
Velvet fabric is used on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is metal. Linen fabric is used on
the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
Backrest parts are opening backward.
It turns to be a single bed when opened.
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Raks

Mila

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Triple Seat

Single Seat

W:230 D:95 H:80

W:200 D:95 H:80

W:75 D:85 H:90

W:230 D:100 H:90

W:230 D:100 H:90

W:90 D:75 H:80

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is metal. Linen
fabric is used on the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is fume-coloured metal.
Imported fabric is used on the sofa set. There
are embroidery details on sofa model.

Raks V.2

35 density HR, medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Ren

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:230 D:95 H:80

W:200 D:95 H:80

W:75 D:85 H:90

W:235 D:100 H:80

W:205 D:100 H:80

W:90 D:90 H:80

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is metal. Linen fabric is used on
the sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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It is made of beech tree furniture frame.
Legs material is beech tree.

Velvet- linen mixture chenille fabric is used on
that sofa model. It is of medium firm.
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Lisa V.1

Lisa Curve V.1

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Curve

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:258 D:100 H:80

W:220 D:100 H:80

W:85 D:90 H:90

W:380 D:100 H:75

W:220 D:100 H:80

W:85 D:90 H:90

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is stainless golden colour metal
around walnut body. Woven fabric is used on
that sofa set.

35 HR medium firm, perla foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
The furniture frame is crescent shaped. Legs
material is stainless golden colour metal
around walnut body.

Lisa V.2

Lisa Curve V.2

Triple Seat

Double Seat

W:258 D:100 H:80

W:220 D:100 H:80

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
Legs material is stainless golden colour metal
around walnut body.

Furnishing fabric is used on that sofa set.
14 cm 35 HR medium firm, perla foam is preferred.
There is no mechanism.

Single Seat
W:85 D:90 H:90

Furnishing fabric is used on that sofa set. 35 HR medium
firm, perla foam is used. There is no mechanism.
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Curve

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:380 D:100 H:75

W:220 D:100 H:80

W:85 D:90 H:90

It is made of beech tree and furniture frame.
The furniture frame is crescent
shaped. Legs material is stainless golden
colour metal around walnut body.

Furnishing fabric is used on that sofa set.
14 cm 35 HR medium firm, perla
foam is preferred. There is no mechanism.
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Renzo 4 Seat Sofa

Renzo V.2

Double Module

Trestle Sofa Table Module

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:163 D:105 H:80

W:163 D:105 H:80

W:225 D:105 H:80

W:205 D:105 H:80

W:85 D:85 H:90

Furniture frame mechanism is made of
beech tree. Legs material is metal. Linen
fabric is used on that sofa set.

Plume is used on 14 cm 35 density HR medium firm
foam. There is no mechanism.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Messe

Renzo V.1

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:225 D:105 H:80

W:205 D:105 H:80

W:85 D:85 H:90

Furniture frame mechanism is made of
beech tree. Legs material is metal. Linen
fabric is used on that sofa set.

Furniture frame mechanism is made of
beech tree. Legs material is metal. Linen
fabric is used on that sofa set.

Plume is used on 14 cm 35 density HR medium firm
foam. Wing chair has transvertible legs. There is no
mechanism on triple and double sets.
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Triple Seat

Triple Seat

W:230 D:100 H:90

W:230 D:100 H:90

Furniture frame mechanism is made of
beech tree. Legs material is beech tree. Linen
fabric is used on that sofa set.

Single Seat
W:90 D:75 H:80

16 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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July

Mersey

4 Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Armchair

W:280 D:110 H:90

W:210 D:110 H:90

W:95 D:90 H:85

W:235 D:103 H:72

W:215 D:103 H:72

W:74 D:85 H:82

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is stainless golden
colour metal around walnut body. Woven
fabric is used on that sofa set.

Furniture frame is from beech tree.
Legs material is polished wood.

35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

Ren Relax

Franco

Triple Seat

Double Seat

Single Seat

W:255 D:95 H:76

W:235 D:95 H:76

W:90 D:85 H:74

Furniture frame is from beech tree.
Legs material is polished wood.

35 density medium firm perla foam and 25 density
plume is used.

35 density medium firm perla foam and 25 density
plume is used.
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Double Seat Module

Resting Module

W:180 D:100 H:80

W:105 D:180 H:80

Furniture frame is from beech tree. Legs
material is from beech tree.
Velvet and linen blend feast fabric is used.
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Elegant Relax

Pralin Relax

Double Seat Module

Resting Module

Double Seat Module

Resting Module

W:190 D:95 H:81

W:110 D:170 H:81

W:190 D:105 H:80

W:115 D:180 H:80

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is metal. Linen fabric is
used.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is beech tree. Imported
linen fabric is used for this sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is forward-backward opening mechanism on the
backrest and armrest parts of it.

Otello Relax

Mia Relax

Double Seat Module

Resting Module

Single Middle Module

W:155 D:103 H:67

W:124 D:160 H:67

W:110 D:108 H:67

Beech timber and contra is used on furniture frame components. Nubuck fabric is used.
There is no mechanism. It’s functional. It can be changed according to house situation.
Middle module can be departed and used as wing chair. Soft seating
There are plume-filled seating cushions.(Comfortable)
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Triple Seat Module

Resting Module

W:180 D:95 H:70

W:100 D:180 H:70

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is metal.
A special-textured velvet fabric is used for this
sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is forward-backward opening mechanism on the
backrest and armrest parts of it.
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Dali

Pralin

Triple Seat Module

Double Seat Module

Corner Module

Triple Seat Module

Double Seat Module

Corner Module

W:210 D:105 H:80

W:190 D:105 H:80

W:105 D:105 H:80

W:205 D:100 H:80

W:170 D:110 H:80

W:110 D:110 H:80

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is beech tree. Imported
linen fabric is used for this sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is forward-backward opening mechanism on the
backrest and armrest parts of it.

Elegant

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is beech tree. Imported
velvet fabric is used for this sofa set.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is Z-shaped forward- backward mechanism on the
backrest parts.

Renzo Corner

Triple Seat Module

Double Module

Corner Module

Double Module

Trestle Table Double Module

Köşe Modül

Ara Modül

W:220 D:95 H:80

W:190 D:95 H:80

W:110 D:110 H:80

W:163 D:105 H:80

W:165 D:105 H:80

W:120 D:105 H:80

W:95 D:105 H:80

It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is metal. Linen fabric is
used.

14 cm 35 density HR medium firm foam is used.
There is no mechanism.
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It is made of beech tree and profile furniture
frame. Legs material is metal. Linen fabric is
used.

Plume is used on 14 cm 35 density HR medium firm
foam. There is no mechanism.
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MEDIA

Follow us to be aware of the privileges of Nill’s world and to
examine our eye-catching collections closely.

@nills

nills.com
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